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Spain to
cut VAT
on power
bills

● The Spanish government intends to halve
the value-added tax
charged on electricity
bills to 5% in a bid to
shield consumers from
rising energy prices,
Prime Minister Pedro
Sanchez said.
“During the cabinet
meeting next Saturday,
we will lower the VAT
on electricity to 5%
from 10%. With this we
will protect the families
of our country,” Sanchez said on Wednesday
during a plenary session
in the lower house.
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WHEN SPRING
BECOMES
SUMMER
Palma.—Meteorologists such as Agustí Jansà, the former
delegate in the Balearics for the Spanish met agency Aemet, have been suggesting that summer has been “eating into” the end of spring in Mallorca and the Balearics.
This is because meteorological data indicate that the hotter temperatures of summer are arriving ever earlier.
The current delegate, María José Guerrero, agrees with
this, and she highlights the fact that the islands have
this year registered the first ever heat wave in astronomical spring, which came to an end at 11.14am on
Tuesday.
There have been previous heat waves in June, but these
have occurred in astronomical summer.
This June’s heat wave has set temperature records or
registered the highest June values for decades at some
weather stations.

There have also been records for the highest minimum
temperatures. Guerrero says that there have been five
days of heat wave - “longer than normal”.
She also points to an increase in the number of tropical nights in spring, when temperatures are 20 degrees
or above. The first were in May. In terms of the meteorological data, astronomical summer actually started on
June 12.
Rainfall this spring was above normal.
For Mallorca, the average is 124 litres per square metre;
this year’s average was 140.3 litres. There were some torrential downpours.
On May 25, there were 64 litres per square metre at
Portopí in Palma, 30.8 of which fell in ten minutes - the
highest amount to fall over a ten-minute period since
records started to be collected at Portopí in 1978.
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Free valuations,
no commission, we give
you the best price.

Sell nothing without
consulting us first.
Tel. 971 724 015
Mobile: 618 650 171.
Avd. Jaime III, 29 bj, Palma.
Opening hours:
Monday to Thursday from
10.30am to 7pm.
Friday: 10.30am to 2pm.
Closed weekends

The highs and lows of Ronaldo’s
holiday on Mallorca: Pages 2-3

24 Hour nursing care in the home or clinic.
Equipment for hire or included with our services.

Tel/Fax 971 677 455 · Mobile: 608 097 262
www.mediterranean-quality-care.com
email: patfer@telefonica.net

